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Abstract 

Bupivacaine and ketorolac are commonly used in combination to reduce perioperative pain. 

This study aimed to develop and characterize an injectable system that offers simultaneous and 

prolonged release of bupivacaine and ketorolac. Formulations were prepared using poloxamer 

407 with increasing concentrations of poloxamer 188 and sodium chloride. Small angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS) experiments demonstrated that the poloxamers form gels with a cubic lattice 

arrangement regardless of the matrix composition, whereas the system porosity is driven by 

poloxamers concentration. Drug loading slightly reduced the intermicellar spacing. Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy and thermal analysis suggested electrostatic interactions 

between the loaded drugs and poloxamers. Mechanical and rheological studies confirmed the 

formulations exhibit Newtonian-like flow at room temperature followed by a transition to a 

viscous gel at body temperature. Importantly, the developed formulations demonstrated steady 

and sustained release of both bupivacaine and ketorolac over two weeks. Sodium chloride 

reduced the initial burst release over the first six hours for BH, from 8.6 ± 0.18% to 1.6 ± 

0.11%, and KT, from 7.7 ± 0.27% to 1.5 ± 0.10%. Hence, poloxamer-based thermoresponsive 

gelling systems are promising delivery platforms for the sustained delivery of bupivacaine and 

ketorolac, with potential clinical benefits for managing perioperative pain. 
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Highlights 

 Bupivacaine and ketorolac are chemically compatible with poloxamers

 Micelles aggregate to form a gel with a cubic lattice arrangement

 Sol-to-gel transition temperature can be tailored by adjusting PPO/PEO ratio 

 Gel porosity and drug diffusion rate can be altered by modifying matrix concentration

 Inclusion of sodium chloride is a promising strategy to limit initial burst release



1. Introduction 

In clinical practice, multimodal analgesia is commonly employed for the management of 

intense pain, such as perioperative pain (1). This approach involves administering drug 

combinations, each drug with a different mechanism of action (1). A combination of the local 

anesthetic bupivacaine hydrochloride (BH) and the anti-inflammatory agent ketorolac 

tromethamine (KT) has previously been demonstrated to effectively control perioperative pain, 

reduce hospital stays, speed patient recovery and reduce opioid requirements (2–4). Yet, the 

therapeutic benefits of this approach are strongly limited by the short half-lives and the rapid 

elimination of BH and KT from the site of administration (5,6). There are no marketed BH/KT 

combination products, therefore BH/KT parenteral admixtures are generally extemporaneously 

compounded in the hospitals prior to administration, limiting availability and exposing the 

patient to potential risks such as errors in dosing (7). Furthermore, the literature lacks data 

about the compatibility of their admixtures, exposing the patient to potential harm. Therefore, 

an injectable sustained release formulation that offers prolonged local delivery of both BH and 

KT simultaneously has potential clinical benefits for the management of perioperative pain. 

Bupivacaine is a long-acting local anesthetic (Figure 1A), commonly used for the management 

of perioperative pain (8). Pharmacologically, BH interrupts signal conduction by inhibiting 

sodium influx and, therefore, hindering the generation and propagation of action potentials in 

nerves (8). The elimination half-life of BH varies depending on the administration site: 0.65 ± 

0.2 hours following intravenous administration and 2.8 ± 0.5 hours after epidural 

administration (5). BH is a white crystalline powder that is freely soluble in water (50 mg/ml) 

(9,10). Nonetheless, BH  exhibits pH dependent solubility, which decreases to 0.15 mg/ml, 

with a pH rise above 8 (11). Ketorolac (Figure 1B) is a potent nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 

drug (NSAID) with 50-fold greater analgesia than naproxen and analgesic effects comparable 

to opioids such as morphine and oxymorphone (12,13). Pharmacologically, KT inhibits both 

cyclooxygenase; COX-1 and COX-2 enzymes, and its elimination half-life is 4.5 hours. KT is 

an off-white crystalline powder that is highly water soluble (56.5 mg/ml) and exhibits limited 

aqueous solubility (0.86 mg/ml) above pH 9 (14–16). Of note, KT administered systemically 

is associated with severe adverse reactions such as nephrotoxicity, gastrointestinal ulcers and 

bleeding (17). Therefore, localized delivery of KT is desirable to reduce these systemic side 

effects.  

Poloxamers (Figure 1C) are Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved thermoresponsive 

triblock copolymers, composed of repeated units of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and 



polypropylene oxide (PPO) (18). Their concentrated solutions are injectable liquids at room 

temperature yet form a highly viscous gel at the physiological temperature, with a potential to 

serve as a slow-release drug depot at the site of administration (19,20). Poloxamer-based in-

situ gels are biocompatible and bioerodible systems and are widely investigated for drug 

delivery. The employment of poloxamers for the delivery of anesthesia/analgesia is limited by 

the initial burst release of the loaded drug and the short duration of action (21–24). Extended 

drug delivery from poloxamers can be achieved by adjusting the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity 

(PPO/PEO) of the poloxamer composition. Interestingly, the inclusion of sodium chloride 

(NaCl) into poloxamer mixtures enhances the hydrophobic interactions between poloxamers 

chains, facilitating a rapid sol-to-gel transition (18), which has been suggested to limit the 

initial burst release of the loaded drugs. 

Figure 1:Chemical structures of (A) bupivacaine hydrochloride monohydrate, (B) ketorolac tromethamine and (C) 
poloxamers, where X and Y are the average numbers of repeating units of each blockchain (for poloxamer 188 X 
is 76 and Y is 29 (EO/PO = 5.24), while for poloxamer 407 X is 100, while Y is 65 (EO/PO = 3.07)).

This work, for the first time, describes thermoresponsive in-situ gels based on poloxamers for 

the sustained delivery of both BH and KT. The role of the PPO/PEO ratio, poloxamer 

concentration and the inclusion of a salt additive, to achieve sustained release for an extended 

duration was studied. In addition, the relationships between gel supramolecular arrangement, 

system porosity and in vitro release profiles were investigated. Furthermore, this manuscript 

offers a simple and feasible approach to overcome the initial burst drug release that is 

commonly reported from poloxamers based in-situ gels (21–24). 



2. Materials and Methods

2.1.  Materials

Bupivacaine hydrochloride monohydrate (BH) and ketorolac tromethamine (KT) were 

purchased from Jai Radhe Sales (India). Poloxamer 407 (P407), poloxamer 188 (P188) and 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) tablets were purchased from (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Water 

was obtained from a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) with 

an 18 MΩ.cm resistivity. All other solvents and reagents used were of analytical grade.

2.2.  Preparation of in-situ gel formulations 

Thermoresponsive in-situ gelling systems were prepared as previously described (24). Briefly, 

predetermined weights of P407 and P188 were dissolved in specified amounts of water at 4℃, 

by stirring overnight. Formulations were prepared with 23% w/w P407 alone, as well as 

formulations containing P188 at 5.5 or 11% w/w. Based on sol-to-gel transition temperature, a 

base formulation (F3) was selected and blended with sodium chloride (0.4% w/w NaCl). The 

mixture was stirred at 4℃ until complete dissolution. All formulations were loaded with both 

BH (1% w/w) and KT (1% w/w) and stirred until complete dissolution of drugs. The 

composition of developed formulations is shown in Table 1. 

2.3.  Sol-to-gel transition 

The sol-to-gel transition temperature of BH/KT loaded formulations was determined using AR-

G2 rheometer (TA instruments, Melbourne, Australia) equipped with a temperature-controlled 

Peltier plate and a stainless steel parallel plate geometry (40 mm), as described by Svirskis et 

al. with modification (24). The formulation (1.5 ml) was sandwiched between the parallel plate 

and the Peltier plate and subjected to a temperature ramp in the range of 10 to 40℃ at a rate of 

4°C/min. The viscosity of the formulations was plotted as a function of the temperature. The 

sol-to-gel transition temperature was identified as the temperature at which the sample 

demonstrated a sharp increase in viscosity (25). 

The reversible sol-to-gel transition was studied by subjecting the formulations to subsequent 

heating (10 to 40°C) and cooling cycles (40 to 10℃) at a rate of 4℃/min. Changes in viscosity 

were determined as a function of temperature. 

2.4.  Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis 

Small angle X-ray scattering studies were conducted on the SAXS/WAXS beamline at the 

Australian Synchrotron, ANSTO, Melbourne (26). Samples were loaded into glass capillaries 

(1.5 mm diameter, Charles Supper, Natick, MA) at 4°C using a syringe and needle. Capillaries 



were loaded into a temperature-controlled capillary holder, mounted in the path of the X-ray 

beam (photon energy: 13 keV), and measurements were taken with a 1 s acquisition time. 

Temperature was set via a water bath with a thermocouple placed in the capillary holder to 

accurately record sample temperature. Temperature was equilibrated for 10 min before 

acquisition, and acquisitions were made at approximately 5°C intervals from 5-50°C. A Pilatus 

1 M (170 mm × 170 mm) detector, located approximately 900 mm from the sample position, 

was used to generate two-dimensional SAXS patterns, which were reduced to scattering 

functions plotted as intensity (I) versus scattering vector (q) using Scatterbrain software version 

2.71 developed in-house. Lattice parameters were calculated using known relationships 

relating peak positions to lattice dimensions (27).

2.5.  Chemical compatibility/interaction of BH, KT and poloxamers

2.5.1. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

To probe intermolecular interactions between formulation components, a Bruker Tensor 37 

FTIR spectrophotometer (Bruker Tensor 37, Germany) equipped with OPUS 6.5 software was 

used. Solutions of poloxamers (188 and 407, 1:4), BH, BH/poloxamers (1:1 mixture), KT, 

KT/poloxamers (1:1 mixture), poloxamers/NaCl mixture and BH/KT (1:1 mixture) were 

prepared in water, freeze-dried, and the spectra of the freeze-dried powders were recorded. 

Measurements were performed in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode using a diamond 

crystal, over a wavenumber range of 400–4000 cm-1. Data were collected with 1 cm-1 

resolution, taking 64 scans per sample.

2.5.2. Thermal analysis 

The thermal behavior of the developed formulations was studied using differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC), TA instruments (USA) Q-200 DSC apparatus. Briefly, solutions of 

poloxamers (P188 and P407, 1:4), BH, BH/poloxamers (1:1 mixture), KT, KT/poloxamers (1:1 

mixture), poloxamers/ NaCl mixture and BH/KT (1:1 mixture) were prepared in water and 

freeze-dried. Samples (3-10 mg) were transferred into standard aluminum pans, and the sealed 

pans were subjected to heating over a temperature range of 0 - 300℃ at a rate of 10℃/min. An 

empty pan was used as a reference, and a plot of heat flux against temperature was constructed 

for each sample.

2.6.  Mechanical properties  

2.6.1.  Gel strength 



The gel strength was determined via texture analysis (TA.XT Stable Microsystems, Surrey, 

UK). The test was carried out, as described by Sharma et al. with modifications (23). Briefly, 

a sample (15 ml) was transferred into a 20 ml cylindrical glass vial (25 mm internal diameter) 

and kept at 37℃ in a temperature-controlled Peltier cabinet for 30 min to achieve complete 

gelation. A Delrin cylinder probe (10 mm) was allowed to pass through the gel at a speed of 1 

mm/second to a depth of 5 mm using a trigger force of 5.0 g. Gel strength and hardness were 

derived from the resultant force-time plot using the Exponent 32 software (28). 

2.6.2. Injectability

Injectability studies were done using a universal syringe rig (A/USR) attachment (Stable 

Microsystems, Surrey, UK), as described by Shavandi et al. with modification (29). The 

formulations were loaded into a 3 ml syringe attached to an 18-gauge needle. The syringe was 

attached to the syringe rig, and the probe was allowed to compress the syringe plunger to a 

distance of 20 mm at a speed of 5 mm/second. The maximum force and the total work required 

to expel the formulation were determined, as described by Qiangnan Zhang et al. (30). The 

maximum force was calculated from the force-time plot as the highest force achieved before 

the content was expelled. Whereas the total work required for injection was calculated as the 

total positive area obtained by the force-distance plot as plotted by the texture analyzer 

Exponent 32 software.

2.7.  Rheological properties

The rheological properties were determined using AR-G2 rheometer (TA instruments, 

Melbourne, Australia) equipped with a temperature-controlled Peltier plate and a stainless-steel 

parallel plate geometry (40 mm).

2.7.1. Viscosity and flow properties analysis

The flow-ability of the formulations was determined by viscosity measurement as a function 

of shear rate over the range of 2 - 200 sec-1 at 20℃.

2.7.2. Gel linear viscoelastic behavior

To identify the gel linear viscoelastic region, a strain-sweep analysis was performed at 37℃ ± 

0.1 and fixed angular frequencies (10 and 100 rad/s) over the strain amplitude range of 0.01 to 

15%. 

To study the viscoelastic behaviour of the gels, an oscillation sweep was performed at 37℃ ± 

0.1 over an angular frequency range of 0.1 to 100 rad/s within the linear viscoelastic region (at 



a constant and low strain amplitude of 0.02 Pa), as described by J.Hu et al. (31). The changes 

in storage and loss moduli were determined as a function of angular frequency (31). 

2.8.  In vitro drug release studies

In vitro drug release studies were conducted in flat bottom falcon tubes using PBS (pH 7.4) as 

release media, under sink conditions (BH and KT concentrations in the release medium was 

never more than 10% of the saturated concentration), as described by Svirskis et al. (24). 

Briefly, a known amount of each formulation (1 g) was injected into a tube containing 4 ml of 

PBS (prewarmed to 37℃). The tubes were placed at a rocking shaker and agitated at 10 rpm. 

The temperature was maintained at 37℃ throughout the study. At specified time intervals, 

aliquots (50 µL) were withdrawn and replaced by fresh prewarmed PBS to maintain the sink 

conditions. The aliquots were diluted with appropriate volumes of the mobile phase and 

analyzed using a high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method, developed and 

validated in the laboratory. The results were expressed as a percentage cumulative drug release 

against time. The similarity of BH/KT release profiles among developed formulations was 

calculated using the similarity factor (f2). To identify the dominant mechanism of drug release, 

the in vitro drug release data was applied to zero order, first order, Higuchi and Hixson-Crowel 

release kinetics models.

2.9.  Statistical analysis of data

All results are represented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), where n = 3. The statistical 

differences were calculated using one-way analysis of variance (One-way ANOVA), with 

multiple comparisons to the formulation (F4), and paired t-test. The confidence level of 

significance was calculated using the software GraphPad Prism 8.2.1 (Graph Pad Software Inc., 

USA).

3. Results and discussion 

3.1.  Sol-to-gel transition 

Table 1 shows the composition and sol-to-gel transition temperatures of blank and BH/KT 

loaded formulations. As presented, a direct relationship was observed between P188 

concentration and sol-to-gel transition temperature. Formulation (F2) with a lower PPO/PEO 

ratio, underwent a phase transition at higher temperatures since more energy is required to 

break down the abundant hydrogen bonds between hydrophilic EO units and water (32). In 

comparison, formulation F4 easily dehydrated at a significantly lower temperature (P <0.0001), 

attributed to its relatively higher PPO/PEO ratio. The addition of NaCl in formulation F3NaCl, 



significantly reduced the gelation temperature (P <0.005), which has previously been attributed 

to the salting out effect (33,34). NaCl forms ionic crosslinks with poloxamers, enhancing the 

hydrophobic interactions between poloxamer molecules, thereby accelerating the phase 

transition. The addition of 1% w/w BH and KT significantly reduced the phase transition 

temperature (P <0.005), suggesting an intermolecular interaction with poloxamers. The pH of 

the drug-loaded formulations ranged from 6.5 to 6.9, considering the pKa of the drugs (BH – 

8.15 and KT – 3.5 (11,35)) they are predominately in ionized forms, potentially interacting 

with the micellar corona and causing a reduction in the phase transition temperature (36,37). 

The speed of sol-to-gel phase transition is also critical and governs the initial burst release from 

poloxamer gels. As evident from Figure 2A, formulations F4 and F3NaCl exhibited a higher 

gradient in the viscosity curves suggesting faster sol-to-gel transition as compared to F2 and 

F3. Formulations with faster sol-to-gel transition are likely to have a shorter lag time between 

injection and gel formation and, thus, will have limited burst release following administration. 

In agreement with the literature, all formulations exhibited a reversible phase transition. Yet, a 

hysteresis in viscosity curves was observed between the heating and cooling cycles (Figure 

2B). This could be attributed to the difference in energy transfer (gain and loss) rates between 

liquid and semi-solid matrices, leading to a difference in the speed of different physical 

phenomena, such as micellar aggregation and disassembly (38,39). 

Figure 2: Viscosity changes of BH/KT loaded formulations as a function of temperature; (A) showing the 
relatively higher gradient of F4 and F3NaCl, suggesting a faster phase transition, and the lower gradient of F3 and 



F2, suggesting a slower sol-to-gel transition, and (B) the reversible phase transition of F2 showing a hysteresis 
between sol-to-gel and gel-to-sol transitions. 

Table 1: Composition and sol-to-gel transition temperature of blank and BH/KT loaded formulations, showing 
the impact of P188, NaCl and drugs (BH/KT) inclusion on the phase transition temperature (n=3 ± s.d.).

Sol-to-gel transition 

temperature (ºC)

 Mean ± SD

Formulation 

code

P407 (% 

w/w)

P188 (% 

w/w)

Water 

(% w/w)

NaCl (% 

w/w)

PPO/PEO 

ratio

Blank BH & KT 

loaded (1% 

w/w of each)

F2 23 11 66 —— 0.28 28.4 ± 0.2 26.6 ± 0.3

F3 23 5.5 71.5 —— 0.30 26.6 ± 0.0 24.9 ± 0.5

F4 23 —— 77 —— 0.33 19.6 ± 0.0 17.9 ± 0.2

F3NaCl 23 5.5 71.5 0.4 0.30 23.6 ± 0.0 20.9 ± 0.3

  

3.2.  SAXS analysis

3.2.1. Micellization and phase transition   

SAXS diffraction profiles of BH/KT loaded formulations as a function of temperature are 

shown in Figure 3. An inverse relationship was observed between the critical micellization 

temperature (CMT) and concentration of poloxamer; CMT was recorded as 7, 12 and 16.5℃ 

for F2, F3 and F4, respectively, attributed to the fact that micellization is a concentration-driven 

process (40,41). The inclusion of NaCl reduced the CMT from 12 to 7°C, attributed to the 

increased hydrophobic interactions (42,43). 

As temperature rises, micellar growth and entanglement occur, causing the system to undergo 

a disordered to an ordered transition (DOT). In agreement with the rheological data, the SAXS 

findings denote that the temperature range required to achieve the transition from discrete 

micellar structures to a packed system is altered by the matrix hydrophobicity and 

concentration. As presented in Figure 3, F2 exhibited micellization at 7℃ yet maintained the 

disordered phase up to 22℃, whereas F4 exhibited both micellization and transition at 16.5℃. 

This could be explained by the differences in PPO/PEO ratios. A formulation that has low ratio 

of PPO/PEO, such as F2, requires more energy to break down the hydrogen bonds between 

hydrated PEO blocks and water and achieve micellar entanglement, and vice versa. Likewise, 

F3NaCl exhibited a transition from disordered to a face-centered cubic arrangement at a lower 



temperature (12.5℃) compared to F3 (16.5℃), attributed to its salting out effect and ionic 

crosslinking between NaCl and poloxamers, facilitating the hydrophobic interaction between 

micelles (33,34). 

The temperature at which all unimers are transferred into micelles can be described as the end 

of micellization temperature (Tend). In SAXS profiles, Tend can be identified as the temperature 

beyond which there is no further increase of peak intensities (44). As presented, all 

formulations demonstrated Tend in the temperature range of 33-37℃, regardless of their 

composition, which is in good agreement with the literature (38,44,45). 

Figure 3: Temperature-dependent structure formation in BH/KT loaded formulations of (A) F2, (B) F3, (C) F4 
and (D) F3NaCl, showing the influence of matrix composition on the structuring with increasing temperature. 
CMT represents the critical micellization temperature and is identified by the peak at the lowest q value (first 
diffraction peak), whereas DOT denotes the temperature at which a transition from disordered to a packed system 
takes place and is identified by the presence of two or more diffraction peaks.

3.2.2. Supramolecular arrangement

Table 2 shows the relative positions of the scattered peaks recorded at 37℃. As presented, 

formulations F2, F3 and F3NaCl exhibited scattering at q values corresponding to the ratio of 

1: √4/3: √8/3: √11/3, denoting a typical face-centered cubic (FCC) arrangement. On the 

contrary, F4 demonstrated diffraction corresponding to 1, √2, √3, √4, √5, suggesting a body-

centered cubic (BCC) arrangement. Generally, blending of poloxamers of relatively lower 

PPO/PEO ratios into P407 solution could modify the lattice arrangement, with a potential 

impact on the release profile (46–48). Further studies are required to identify whether the 



change in lattice arrangement is attributed to the change of PPO/PEO ratio and/ or the increased 

concentration. Of note, inclusion of NaCl into the poloxamer mixture (F3NaCl), did not alter 

the lattice arrangement compared to F3, implying that sodium/poloxamer interactions are 

limited to the micellar corona. 

Though the loading of BH and KT into poloxamers induced a slight positive shift of the first 

diffraction peak (q1st), it didn’t alter the supramolecular arrangement. The minimal influence 

of BH/KT on the supramolecular arrangement might be attributed to their high aqueous 

solubility (11,14), suggesting their existence in the intermicellar aqueous channels without 

interference with the micellar arrangement (21). The small shift of the signal at low q value 

might indicate a possible interaction at the interface with the micellar corona, causing a slight 

increase in micellar diameter (37,48).

Study of the lattice parameters is a key element to understand formulation performance, as drug 

diffusion is the dominant release mechanism of small hydrophilic drugs (18). As presented in 

Table 2, the system porosity, denoted by the distance between adjacent micellar layers, 

decreases by increasing poloxamer concentration, suggesting an increase in micellar diameter 

as a function of poloxamer concentration. Therefore, increasing the concentration of the 

poloxamers decreases the system porosity, with a potential to reduce drug diffusion rates and 

sustain its release. 

Table 2: Relative peak position and molecular arrangement of BH/KT loaded formulations at 37℃, showing the 
influence of matrix composition on the supramolecular arrangement. Lattice was assigned according to (27).

Formulation 

code

Peaks positions (q) Relative positions 

(qnth/q1st)

Supramolecular 

arrangement

d* (A)

F2 0.0398, 0.0450, 0.0647, 0.0759, 

0.0810

1, √4/3, √8/3, √11/3, 

√12/3

Face-centered 

cubic

83.7

F3 0.0378, 0.0433, 0.0724, 0.0750 1, √4/3, √8/3, √11/3, 

√12/3

Face-centered 

cubic

65.7

F4 0.0398, 0.0561, 0.0690, 0.0802, 

0.0890

1, √2, √3, √4, √5 Body-centered 

cubic

59.3

F3NaCl 0.0378, 0.0433, 0.0724, 0.0750 1, √4/3, √8/3, √11/3, 

√12/3

Face-centered 

cubic

65.7

*: d= 2π/q; where d is the distance between two adjacent planes (layers), and the qist is the position of the first 
diffraction peak with lowest q value (49).

3.3.  Interaction and chemical compatibility between formulation components

3.3.1. Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy



Probing the intermolecular interactions between various formulation components is critical to 

ensure their chemical compatibility (50). As presented in Figure 4, the inclusion of BH, KT or 

NaCl, individually, into poloxamers solution triggered a shifting of their characteristic peaks, 

denoting intermolecular interactions between poloxamers and added materials. Yet, all 

characteristic peaks were preserved, suggesting the chemical compatibility between various 

formulation components. 

The inclusion of BH into poloxamer solution caused a shift of the peak corresponding to 

poloxamer ethereal oxygen (C-O-C) stretching from 1099.3 to 1103.2 cm-1. On the other hand, 

BH spectrum exhibited a shift in its secondary amine group (C-N) stretching from 3240.2 to 

3244.1 cm-1 and the amide carbonyl group (NC=O) stretching peak split from a doublet to a 

triplet peak. These results suggest a hydrogen bonding between the electronegative ethereal 

oxygen (C-O-C) of poloxamer and amine and amide groups of BH, where nitrogen can act as 

a proton donor (23). Likewise, the inclusion of KT into poloxamer solution caused a blue shift 

of the ethereal oxygen (C-O-C) stretching peak from 1099.3 to 1101.3 cm-1, whereas KT 

demonstrated a shift in its amine (N-H) stretching from 3344.3 to 3343.5 cm-1, suggesting a 

mild interaction between them. Likewise, the blending of NaCl with poloxamer solution caused 

a shift of its ethereal oxygen transmittance (C-O-C) from 1099.3 to 1103.2 cm-1, and C-H 

alkane from 1359.7 to 1348.1 cm-1, attributed to the strong ionic crosslinking between sodium 

cations and poloxamers (33,34). 

To investigate the chemical compatibility between KT and BH, the FTIR spectrum of their 

mixture was compared to their individual spectra. KT exhibited a shift of its N-H stretching 

from 3344.3 to 3342.8 cm-1, whereas BH showed a red shift of its hydroxyl group (O-H) from 

3508.4 to 3506.4 cm-1 and amide carbonyl C=O stretching from 1654.8 to 1652.9 cm-1, 

suggesting a hydrogen bonding between the amine group of KT and the hydroxyl and amide 

carbonyl functional groups of BH. Likewise, N-H stretching of BH shifted from 3236.4 to 

3330.9 cm-1, which could be attributed to the hydrogen bonding between BH amine group and 

the free hydroxyl of KT. 

The FTIR spectrum recorded for poloxamer formulation containing both BH and KT drugs 

demonstrated mild changes, as compared to their individual spectra. However, the 

characteristic absorption bands are retained, suggesting that the chemical entity of the three 

components is preserved. Of note, the recorded intermolecular interactions between 

poloxamers and other formulation ingredients may contribute to the observed variation in the 



sol-to-gel transition temperature between blank and drug-loaded formulations. More 

importantly, they are likely to reduce the rate of BH/KT diffusion and sustain their release 

profile (18). 

Figure 4: FTIR spectra of (Ⅰ) poloxamers, (Ⅱ) bupivacaine hydrochloride (BH), (Ⅲ) ketorolac tromethamine 
(KT), (Ⅳ) poloxamer: BH (1:1 mixture), (Ⅴ) poloxamer:KT (1:1 mixture), (Ⅵ) BH:KT (1:1 mixture), (Ⅶ) 
poloxamer: BH: KT (1:1:1 mixture) and (Ⅷ) poloxamer: sodium chloride (1:1 mixture). Shifted peaks are 
indicated with vertical dotted lines and outlined text boxes.

3.3.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies

To further assess the compatibility among various components of the developed in-situ gels, 

thermal analysis was performed. In agreement with FTIR findings, the obtained results 

suggested intermolecular interactions between loaded drugs and poloxamers (Figure 5). 

As presented, poloxamers (1:4 mixture of P407 and P188) exhibited a single endothermic peak 

at 55.3℃, attributed to their melting phenomenon, which is in good agreement with the 

literature (51,52). DSC curve of BH showed two endothermic peaks at 111.4 and 255℃, 

corresponding to the loss of water of crystallization and melting, respectively (53–55). On the 

other hand, the DSC traces of their mixture demonstrated a slight reduction in poloxamers 

melting temperature to 53.5℃, whereas BH demonstrated a doublet melting peak. The change 

in BH melting peak shape could be attributed to the formation of various crystal forms since 

poloxamers melt at a significantly lower temperature than BH, which could affect the heat 

transfer rate and melting kinetics (52,55).



In agreement with the literature, KT exhibited a sharp characteristic endothermic peak at 

165.3℃, attributed to its melting temperature (56,57). Mixing of poloxamers and KT resulted 

in reducing their melting temperatures to 50.4 and 134.3℃, respectively. This could be 

attributed to ionic interactions between poloxamers and KT, as suggested by FTIR findings. 

On the contrary, no changes of poloxamers melting point were observed following NaCl 

inclusion. Notably, blending of BH and KT caused a drop of KT melting temperature from 

165.3 to 147.3℃, whereas BH demonstrated a broad endothermic peak at 248.5℃ 

corresponding to its melting, suggesting an intermolecular interaction between KT and BH as 

demonstrated by FTIR findings.  

The DSC curve of poloxamers-BH/KT mixture exhibited three endothermic peaks at 53.5, 139 

and 258.3℃, attributed to the melting of poloxamers, KT and BH, respectively, suggesting 

intermolecular interactions between the two drugs with no evidence of incompatibility, which 

is in agreement with FTIR results.

Figure 5: DSC curves of (Ⅰ) poloxamers, (Ⅱ) bupivacaine hydrochloride (BH), (Ⅲ) ketorolac tromethamine 
(KT), (Ⅳ) poloxamer: BH (1:1 mixture), (Ⅴ) poloxamer:KT (1:1 mixture), (Ⅵ) BH:KT (1:1 mixture), (Ⅶ) 
poloxamer: BH: KT (1:1:1 mixture) and (Ⅷ) poloxamer: sodium chloride (1:1 mixture). All curves were recorded 
for freeze-dried powders. Shifted peaks are indicated with vertical dotted lines and outlined boxes.

3.4.  Mechanical properties 

3.4.1. Gel strength and hardness



The mechanical properties of the formulations are shown in Table 3. As presented, a direct 

relationship was observed between total poloxamer concentration and gel strength/hardness. 

Formulations F2 and F3 exhibited significantly higher gel strength (P < 0.0001 and 0.05 

respectively) and hardness (P < 0.0005 and 0.05 respectively), as compared to F4. This 

observation corroborates the SAXS findings, which demonstrated that increasing the 

poloxamer concentration reduced the porosity of the system, promoting the micellar 

entanglement and thus leading to increased gel strength. In agreement with the literature, 

inclusion of NaCl into poloxamers (F3NaCl), significantly promoted the gel strength (P < 

0.005) and hardness (P < 0.05), as compared to F3 (33,58), attributed to the salting out effect 

and crosslinking between sodium ions and poloxamers as demonstrated by FTIR. 

The gel strength by penetration represents the force required to rupture the internal structure 

and it provides information on the system compactness. In comparison, the gel hardness is a 

measure of the gel strength under compression/deformation (59). Both the gel strength and 

hardness play a crucial role in predicting the in vivo performance of poloxamer-based in-situ 

gels. A formulation with high gel strength, such as F2, is likely to maintain its in vivo integrity 

for a longer duration with a potential to sustain drug release, wherever gel erosion is the rate 

limiting step (18). However, attention is required in the development of injectables, since 

increasing poloxamer concentration may enhance the formulation viscosity, creating higher 

resistance for syringeability/injectability. 

3.4.2. Injectability 

The total work and maximum force required for injectability are shown in Table 3. In 

agreement with gel strength/hardness data, F2 exhibited significantly higher resistance to 

injectability (P <0.005), attributed to its higher viscosity as demonstrated under rheological 

analysis (section 3.5.1). Likewise, F3NaCl demonstrated significantly higher resistance to 

injectability (P <0.05) compared to F3. Of note, the injectability of F4 was not assessed as the 

formulation turned into a gel at the test temperature. Though there are no official limits 

described, it is recommended that the maximum force required for injection should not exceed 

3000 g for the ease of manual injection (60), suggesting the suitability of the developed 

formulations (except F4) for the intended purpose. 



Table 3: Gel hardness and strength at 37℃ and injectability data (represented as maximum force and work done) 
at ambient room temperature (20℃), showing that increasing poloxamer concentration and inclusion of NaCl 
promoted the gel mechanical properties (n=3 ± s.d.).

Formulation 

code

Gel hardness (g)

Mean ± SD

Gel strength 

(g. sec)

Mean ± SD

Maximum force (g) 

Mean ± SD

Work (g. meter)

Mean ± SD

F2 68.9 ± 4.9 282.4 ± 21.8 2659.9 ± 38.0 54.1 ± 0.5

F3 51.0 ± 3.2 185.8 ±13.4 2108.0 ± 55.6 30.5 ± 1.7

F4 36.7 ± 0.1 143.2 ± 0.4 * *

F3NaCl 63.9 ± 2.5 231.3 ± 10.3 2289.6 ± 39.8 41.7 ± 0.7

*: Test was not completed, as formulation turned into a gel at test temperature. 

3.5.  Rheological analysis 

3.5.1. Flow sweep and viscosity measurement 

The study of apparent viscosity and flow behavior of parenteral formulations is especially 

important, as they directly affect the ease/difficulty of syringeability and injectability. As 

presented in Figure 6A, all formulations (except F4), exhibited a Newtonian-like flow at 20℃, 

suggesting their suitability for injection (61). On the contrary, F4 exhibited pseudoplastic flow 

attributed to its gel status at test conditions, suggesting its unsuitability for the intended 

purpose. Of note, increasing the total poloxamer concentration from 28.5% w/w (F3) to 34% 

w/w (F2) caused a rise of the apparent viscosity independent of the applied stress, attributed to 

the formation of a more packed and entangled system, as evident from SAXS results (section 

3.2.2) (61,62). Likewise, F3NaCl demonstrated higher viscosity compared to F3, attributed to 

the crosslinking between NaCl and poloxamers that has been shown under FTIR results 

(section 3.3.1). 

Although a formulation with high viscosity is likely to form a stronger gel and contribute to a 

slower drug release rate, it is challenged by the difficulty of syringeability and injectability 

(30). It has been postulated that formulations with a viscosity higher than 300 mPas and/or 

exhibiting shear thickening behavior, are difficult to inject (63). 

3.5.2. Linear viscoelastic region

Figure 6B presents the change in moduli strength as a function of oscillation strain amplitude. 

In agreement with the literature, all formulations demonstrated dominant linear elastic modulus 



at low oscillation strain (< 1 to 1.5%), indicating the stability of their internal arrangement over 

a small range of strain amplitude (64). Above 1.5% amplitude, the developed in-situ gels 

exhibited a progressive decrease in the elastic modulus and increase of the viscous component 

as a function of oscillation strain, denoting their deformation (64). 

The study of the linear viscoelastic region is essential to predict the in vivo performance of 

injectable in-situ gels and to better design further rheological characterization. Formulations 

that can maintain their intrinsic structure under deformation are likely to stay for a longer period 

of time at the administration site with potential sustained release properties. 

3.5.3. Viscoelastic behavior

The analysis of viscoelasticity was conducted at oscillation amplitude below 1%, within the 

linear viscoelastic region to ensure gel internal structural integrity was maintained. As 

presented in Figure 6C, all formulations demonstrated dominant elastic properties compared to 

viscous properties independent of the angular frequency, confirming that all formations exist 

in the gel status at test conditions. In agreement with the mechanical and other rheological 

findings, a direct relationship was observed between the poloxamer concentration and elastic 

modulus. Likewise, the inclusion of NaCl promoted the gel strength, attributed to its 

crosslinking with poloxamers, as shown by FTIR findings. 

Figure 6: Rheological behavior of the developed formulations. (A) Change of the shear rate as a function of shear 
stress of BH/KT loaded formulations at 20°C, showing the Newtonian-like flow of F2, F3 and F3NaCl and the 
pseudoplastic flow of F4, (B) change of formulation moduli strength as a function of strain amplitude, showing 



the effect of poloxamer concentration on the gel intrinsic stability and (C) the rheogram of the in-situ gel 
formulations at 37°C, showing the dominant elastic properties at test conditions.

3.6.  In vitro drug release 

The in vitro release profiles of BH and KT from the developed in-situ gels are shown in Figures 

7A and 7B, respectively. All formulations demonstrated sustained release of both drugs over 

two weeks. Notably, the percentage cumulative release of BH and KT in the first 6 hours was 

less than 10% and 8.5%, respectively. An indirect relationship between the total poloxamer 

concentration and release profile (rate and duration) of BH and KT was observed; F2 exhibited 

significantly lower release rates P < 0.05) compared to F3. The inclusion of NaCl significantly 

reduced the drug release over the first day (P < 0.05). However, after day 1 the release rate was 

comparable to F3. Kinetic modeling of the release data suggests drug diffusion as the dominant 

release mechanism for both BH and KT (Table 4). The calculated similarity factors 

demonstrated the similarity of release profiles of the two drugs (Table 4). 

Several attempts have been made to sustain the release of local anesthetics from poloxamer-

based in-situ gelling systems (21–24). However, these trials were challenged by the short 

release profile and the initial burst release of the loaded drug. Previous studies have reported a 

cumulative release of 40-90% of the loaded drug in the first 6 hours (21–24). Here we report 

less than 10% of cumulative release of both BH and KT in the first 6 hours for all formulations. 

This could be attributed to the relatively lower sol-to-gel transition temperature and faster 

gelation, limiting the lag time between injection and phase transition and thus burst release. 

Reducing the initial burst release carries potential clinical benefits as it may reduce the risk of 

systemic toxicity (18). In agreement with the SAXS and rheological findings, F3NaCl 

exhibited limited BH/KT release over the first 6 hours (1.65 and 1.57%, for BH and KT, 

respectively) attributed to its rapid phase transition. 

Although small hydrophilic drugs are likely to diffuse rapidly out of the gel matrix into the 

surrounding release media, BH and KT demonstrated a sustained release for two weeks. This 

could be attributed to the highly packed arrangement of the developed matrices, as 

demonstrated by SAXS, which in turn reduced BH/KT diffusion rates and prolonged their 

release profiles. In addition, the chemical interactions between BH/KT and poloxamers, as 

shown by FTIR and thermal analysis, are likely to hinder BH/KT diffusion rates, contributing 

to the sustained BH/KT release and minimizing the initial burst release (18).The indirect 

relationship between the total poloxamer concentration and release rates of BH/KT is attributed 

to the decreased system porosity, as shown by SAXS findings. Formulations with higher 



poloxamer concentrations, such as F2, exhibited overall slower drug release, attributed to the 

relatively smaller intermicellar spaces, which hindered the diffusion of drugs. Besides, the 

relatively higher gel mechanical and rheological properties demonstrated by F2 are likely to 

contribute to reduced release rates via slow gel erosion. 

The effect of NaCl on the release profiles of the loaded drugs from poloxamer-based in-situ 

gels is debatable in the literature. Several researchers have reported slower release rates of 

drugs in the presence of NaCl (65–67), whereas others demonstrated that NaCl enhanced the 

release of meloxicam from poloxamers (34). The present work demonstrates a reduction in the 

release with the inclusion of NaCl over the first day, followed by slightly higher release rates. 

The initial reduction of drug release can be attributed to the quick sol-to-gel transition and 

increased rheological and mechanical properties, which hindered drug diffusion. Thereafter, 

due to the high water solubility, NaCl tends to diffuse to the bulk solution leaving pores in the 

gel matrix and enhancing the diffusion of loaded drugs (18,34,66). 

Various concentrations of NaCl were initially screened, namely 0.4, 0.6 and 0.9% w/w. It was 

observed that NaCl enhances the mechanical and rheological properties as a function of its 

concentration, which is in agreement with the literature (58). Nevertheless, 0.6 and 0.9% w/w 

NaCl reduced the sol-to-gel transition temperature and the formulations became turbid 

following storage over a month at 4℃. The formed precipitate was recovered, freeze-dried and 

analyzed by FTIR. The FTIR data confirmed that the white precipitate is poloxamers, which 

could be attributed to the salting out effect of NaCl.

Drug release from poloxamers-based in-situ gels is controlled by both drug diffusion and gel 

erosion (68). However, the rate-limiting step varies according to the matrix composition and 

the physicochemical properties of the loaded drug (69). As shown in Table 4, all formulations 

demonstrated a greater correlation with the Higuchi kinetic model, suggesting that drug 

diffusion is the dominant mechanism of release for both BH and KT (21). This could be 

explained by their hydrophilic nature and small sizes, allowing their diffusion through the 

interconnected aqueous channels within the gel matrix (21,70,71). This corroborates with the 

SAXS findings, which demonstrated that BH and KT exist at the interface between polymer 

chains and aqueous network.  



Figure 7: In vitro release profile of (A) bupivacaine hydrochloride and (B) ketorolac tromethamine from test 
formulations, showing the effect of poloxamer concentration on the drug release profile (n=3). Insets present the 
release profiles of (A) BH and (B) KT over the first day, showing the limited BH/KT release from F3NaCl, 
compared to F3.

Table 4: Calculated correlation coefficients of the release data fitting to kinetic models, showing the diffusion as 
the dominant release mechanism of the developed formulations. The f2 is ˃ 50 for all formulations, suggesting 
the similarity of release profiles among test formulations. 

Formulation 

code

Zero-order First-order Higuchi Hixson-Crowel Similarity 

factor 

(f2)*

BH KT BH KT BH KT BH KT BH KT

F2 0.9516 0.9665 0.8944 0.8216 0.9984 0.9976 0.9801 0.964 55 54

F3 0.9457 0.9579 0.9003 0.8417 0.9990 0.9994 0.9942 0.973 69 69

F4 0.9332 0.9458 0.9588 0.9400 0.9973 0.9990 0.9942 0.9920 NA NA

F3NaCl 0.9452 0.9556 0.9134 0.9624 0.9943 0.9970 0.9883 0.9942 66 68

*For calculation of f2, formulation F4 was considered as the reference for formulations F2 and F3, whereas the 
f2 of F3NaCl was calculated against formulation F3. 

4. Conclusion 

This study is the first to show the development and characterization of an injectable poloxamer-

based thermoresponsive in-situ forming gels for the simultaneous delivery of bupivacaine 

hydrochloride and ketorolac tromethamine. The study demonstrated that the sol-to-gel 



transition temperature, mechanical and rheological properties of poloxamer-based 

formulations could be adjusted by modifying the matrix PPO/PEO ratio and/or with the 

inclusion of salts. SAXS data demonstrated that the intermicellar spacing and supramolecular 

arrangement could be tailored by modifying the poloxamer ratio and concentration, which in 

turn influenced drug release rates. Interestingly, the inclusion of sodium chloride significantly 

reduced the initial burst release from poloxamer-based gelling systems. The findings showed 

that Fickian diffusion is the prime mechanism of release from the developed poloxamer-based 

in-situ gels for small hydrophilic drugs. This is the first formulation to offer a simultaneous 

and extended release of BH and KT for up to two weeks and with limited initial burst release, 

with potential clinical benefits for managing perioperative pain.
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